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PARALLELIZING BOOT OPERATIONS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This present disclosure claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/860,842 filed July 3 1st , 2013, the disclosure of which is

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The background description provided herein is for the purpose of generally

presenting the context of the disclosure. Work of the presently named inventors, to the

extent it is described in this background section, as well as aspects of the description

that may not otherwise qualify as prior art at the time of filing, are neither expressly nor

impliedly admitted as prior art against the present disclosure.

[0003] Computing and electronic devices often execute an operating system or

applications to implement functionalities of the device. The operating system or

applications of a device, however, are unable to execute until boot code is used to

configure and boot the device for operation. When booting a device, portions of the

boot code are copied from a non-volatile memory of the device in the form of boot

images. Each of the boot images is typically copied to a volatile memory of the device

for validation or other boot operations before a next boot image is copied from the non

volatile memory. Waiting for a processor to complete validation or other boot



operations for each boot image, however, can delay the loading of other boot images

and introduce significant delays into the boot process.

SUMMARY

[0004] The details of one or more implementations are set forth in the accompanying

drawings and the description below. Other features and advantages will be apparent

from the description and drawings. As such, this Summary should not be considered

to describe essential features nor used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

[0005] A method is described for initiating, via a direct memory access (DMA)

controller, a first transfer operation of a first boot image from a first memory into a

second memory. After completion of the first transfer operation, the method then

initiates a validation operation of the first boot image in the first memory to verify that

the first boot image is secure. Prior to completion of the validation operation, a second

transfer operation is initiated to transfer a second boot image from the first memory into

the second memory.

[0006] Another method is described for retrieving a header image from a non

volatile memory that stores multiple boot images, which are described by the header

image. The method then constructs, based on the header images, a structure and

descriptors that describe source locations of the multiple boot images and destination

locations of the multiple boot images in a volatile memory. The structure and

descriptors are then issued effective to cause a memory controller to transfer at least



one of multiple boot images into the volatile memory while a processor validates a

previously-transferred one of the multiple boot images.

[0007] A System-on-Chip is described that includes a boot manager that is

configured to implement parallel boot operations. In some aspects, the boot manager

initiates, via a memory controller, a first direct memory access (DMA) transfer

operation that transfers a first of the multiple boot images from a non-volatile memory

to a volatile memory. After completion of the first DMA transfer operation, the boot

manager causes a processor to initiate a validation operation to validate the first boot

image in the volatile memory. Prior to completion of the validation operation, the boot

manager initiates a second DMA transfer operation that transfers a second of the

multiple boot images from the non-volatile memory to the volatile memory.

[0008] The details of one or more implementations are set forth in the accompanying

drawings and the description below. Other features and advantages will be apparent

from the description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] In the figures, the left-most digit of a reference number identifies the figure

in which the reference number first appears. The use of the same reference numbers in

different instances in the description and the figures indicate like elements.

Fig. 1 illustrates an operating environment having computing devices in

accordance with one or more aspects.



Fig. 2 illustrates an example system architecture in accordance with one or

more aspects.

Fig. 3 illustrates a method for initiating parallel transfer and validation

operations during a boot sequence.

Fig. 4 illustrates an example boot image loading sequence in accordance with

one or more aspects.

Fig. 5 illustrates a method for constructing a command structure and transfer

descriptors to enable parallel boot operations.

Fig. 6 illustrates a method of booting a computing device with parallelized

boot operations.

Fig. 7 illustrates a System-on-Chip (SoC) environment for implementing

aspects of the techniques described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Conventional techniques for loading boot images sequentially transfer each

boot image after a previously-transferred boot image is validated. For example, once a

memory controller has transferred a boot image into volatile memory, the memory

controller waits until a processor has validated the boot image before starting a transfer

of a next boot image. Further, boot images are typically large in size due to the complex

nature of devices, which results in validation operations for each boot image consuming

a considerable number of processing cycles and time. This not only delays the transfer



and validation of each subsequent boot image, but has a cumulative effect of

significantly slowing an entire boot up sequence.

[0011] This disclosure describes apparatuses and techniques for parallelizing boot

operations, which enable boot images to be transferred into volatile memory while other

boot images are being validated. Once a boot image is transferred from non-volatile

memory into volatile memory, validation of the boot image and transfer of a next boot

image are performed in substantially concurrent fashion. By so doing, subsequent boot

images can be transferred without waiting for validations of previously-transferred boot

images to complete. This can be effective reduce delays in the boot process and reduce

an overall boot time of a device by as much as 40 percent to 50 percent.

[0012] The following discussion describes an operating environment, techniques

that may be employed in the operating environment, and a System-on-Chip (SoC) in

which components of the operating environment can be embodied. In the discussion

below, reference is made to the operating environment by way of example only.

[0013] Operating Environment

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of an operating environment 100 having computing

devices 102, each of which are capable of communicating, accessing, presenting, or

processing various data. Computing devices 102 include smart-phone 104, tablet

computer 106, network-attached storage (NAS) device 108, multi-function printer 110,

internet-protocol enabled television 112 (IP TV 112), and wireless router 114. Although

not shown, other configurations of computing devices 102 are also contemplated such

as a desktop computer, server, mobile-internet device (MID), camera, personal



navigation device, set-top box, netbook, ultra-book, gaming console, appliances,

mobile hotspot, networked media player, and so on.

[0014] Generally, computing devices 102 have operational states ranging from an

"off state to an "on" state. These states may include a fully off state (mechanical off),

suspend state, sleep state, hibernation state, idle state, active state, and the like. When

transitioning from a lower operational state to a higher operational state (e.g., from an

off state to an active state), computing device 102 is booted. Booting computing device

102 includes executing low-level code (e.g., boot code) to configure components of

computing device 102 for operation and control by higher-level software, such as

firmware, operating system, or applications.

[0015] Each computing device 102 includes processor core 116 (e.g. an application

processor core) and computer-readable storage media 118 (CRM 118). Although shown

as a single core, processor core 116 may be one of any suitable number and/or type of

processing cores, which may be configured in any suitable manner (e.g., a

heterogeneous multi-core application processor). CRM 118 includes volatile memory

120 and non-volatile memory 122, which may include any suitable type, combination,

or number of memory media or devices. Note, that CRM 118 are implemented at least

partially in hardware or physical devices that are configured to store data (e.g. , digital

or analog values) and do not include transitory signals or carrier waves.

[0016] In this particular example, volatile memory 120 includes static random

access memory 124 (SRAM 124) and synchronous dynamic random-access memory

126 (DRAM 126). Alternately or additionally, volatile memory 120 may include other



suitable types of memory, such as random-access memory (RAM), asynchronous

dynamic RAM, double-data-rate RAM (DDR), and the like.

[0017] Non-volatile memory 122 includes serial-peripheral interface (SPI) Flash

128 and Flash memory 130, which may be configured in any suitable way, such as

standalone NAND Flash memory or an embedded multimedia card (eMMC) device

comprising Flash memory, memory interface, and embedded memory controller. Other

non-volatile memories contemplated include non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), read-only

memory (ROM), electronically-erasable programmable ROM (EEPROM), NOR Flash,

single-level cell (SLC) Flash, multi-level cell (MLC) Flash, and the like.

[0018] Non-volatile memory 122 stores data of computing device 102 persistently

when powered-down or suspended. Boot code of computing device 102 can be stored

in one or more non-volatile memory components, such as SPI Flash 128 and Flash

memory 130. In some cases, the boot code of computing device 102 is stored as boot

images that are individually addressable and transferrable. Operating systems,

applications, or user data (not shown) of computing device 102 may be stored by, or

executed from, volatile memory 120, non-volatile memory 122, or any suitable

combination thereof. Alternately or additionally, operating systems and/or applications

of computing device 102 may be embodied as firmware or other processor-executable

instructions, binaries, or code. These operating systems and applications of computing

device 102 are executable by processor core 116 to provide a user interface, various

functionalities, applications, or services of computing device 102.



[0019] CRM 118 also contains boot manager 132, which in this particular example,

is embodied as processor-executable instructions that are executable by processor core

116 to implement various functionalities. Alternately or additionally, boot manager 132

may be implemented, in part or whole, via firmware or hardware (not shown) or any

suitable combination thereof. Boot manager 132 may enable concurrent transfers of

boot images from non-volatile memory 122 to volatile memory 120 and validations of

boot images in volatile memory 120. The implementation and use of boot manager 132

varies and is described below.

[0020] Computing device 102 also includes memory controller 134 that enables data

to be transferred, copied, or otherwise moved between various memory locations.

Memory controller 134 maybe implemented as any suitable type of memory controller,

such as a Flash memory controller, secure digital (SD) controller, SD input/output

(SDIO) controller, SD combo controller, multimedia card (MMC) controller, SD host

controller (SDHC), and the like. Alternately or additionally, memory controller 134

may be implemented separate from or integrated with CRM 118 or a memory thereof.

Memory controller 134 also includes direct memory access (DMA) controller 136,

which enables DMA transfer operations between various memories of computing

device 102, such as Flash memory 130 and DRAM 126.

[0021] Generally, a DMA transfer operation, once initiated, is able to move data

between memory locations without involving a processor (e.g., processor core 116) or

other higher-level controller. These DMA operations may include single operation

DMA algorithms or advanced DMA (ADMA) operations, such as scatter gather ADMA



algorithms, which are described in version 2.0 and later revisions of the SD Host

Controller specification. Note that memory controllers described herein may support

any suitable type of ADMA operation, such as ADMA1 for transfers up to 4 KB or

ADMA2 for transfers of data at any size or location. Alternate or additional aspects of

ADMA transfer operations are also described in version 4.5 and later revisions of the

Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) Embedded Multimedia Card

(eMMC) standard.

[0022] The ADMA transfer algorithm is a scatter gather algorithm and operates via

a set of transfer and link descriptors. The descriptors may be organized by a descriptor

table (not shown), which may be programmed with descriptors describing a series of

data transfers between Flash memory 130 and other memories of computing device 102.

The descriptors maybe executed from the descriptor table without interrupting software

executing on processor core 116 (e.g., a memory host driver). Memory controller 134

and DMA controller 136 may also support various boot modes, such as an alternate

boot mode capable of implementing ADMA transfers. Accordingly, boot manager 132

may be configured to construct ADMA descriptors effective to cause DMA controller

136 to transfer boot images from non-volatile memory 122 to volatile memory 120

when computing device 102 is booted. Alternately or additionally, descriptors can be

configured to trigger interrupts when execution of the descriptor completes or at the

end of a transfer operation on a data bus.

[0023] Computing device 102 may also include I/O ports 138, display 140, or

network interface(s) 142. I/O ports 138 allow computing device 102 to interact with



other devices or users. I/O ports 138 may include any combination of internal or

external ports, such as USB ports, audio ports, Serial ATA (SATA) ports, PCI-express

based ports or card-slots, secure digital input/output (SDIO) slots, and/or other legacy

ports. Various peripherals may be operatively coupled with I/O ports 138, such as

human-input devices (HIDs), external computer-readable storage media, or other

peripherals.

[0024] Display 140 may present a user interface or rendered graphics associated

with an operating system or application of computing device 102. Display 140 may

include a touch-input sensor (not shown), such as a touch screen or touch- sensitive

overlay. Network interface 142 provides connectivity to one or more networks and

other devices connected therewith. Data communicated over network interface 142

may be packetized or framed depending on a communication protocol or standard by

which computing device 102 is communicating. Network interfaces 142 may include

wired interfaces, such as Ethernet or fiber optic interfaces for communication over a

local network, intranet, or the Internet. Network interfaces 142 may also include

wireless interfaces that facilitate communication over wireless networks, such as

wireless LANs, cellular networks, or wireless personal-area-networks (WPANs).

[0025] Fig. 2 illustrates an example system architecture of a computing device 102

generally at 200. In this particular example, some components of computing device

102 are illustrated as being implemented as part of System-on-Chip 202 (SoC 202),

such as processor core 116, DRAM 126, and memory controller 134. These and other

components of SoC 202 communicate via system bus 204, which may be configured as



a data bus, memory bus, system crossbar, interconnect fabric, or any combination

thereof. In some cases, system bus 204 is implemented as an Advanced extensible

Interface (AXI) bus, Advanced High Performance Bus (AHB), or Open Core Protocol

(OCP) bus.

[0026] System architecture 200 also includes an external memory in the form of

embedded multimedia card (eMMC) device 206, which communicates with SoC 202

via external memory interface 208. EMMC device 206 includes header image 210 and

boot images 212, which are useful to boot and configure components of SoC 202 for

operation and control by a higher-level operating system. Generally, boot images are

transferred from eMMC device 206 to DRAM 126 via system bus 204 when computing

device 102 is booted. EMMC device 206 may also include an internal memory

controller and data interface (not shown) that enable communication over external

memory interface 208.

[0027] Header image 2 10 includes information describing locations, destinations, or

sizes of boot images 212 that are part of a boot process for computing device 102. In

some cases, header image 210 is located at a predefined or default address within

eMMC device 206 that is accessed when computing device 102 boots. When

computing device 102 implements a secure boot process, a security or authenticity of

header image 210 and boot images 212 is determined before code of the images is

executed by processor core 116, memory controller 134, or other components of

computing device 102. In some cases, a hash value for a boot image is generated by a



processor and then compared with a predefined hash reference value to verify the

security of the boot image.

[0028] The information of header image 210 can be useful to construct commands

and transfer descriptors (e.g. , ADMA descriptors) for loading boot images into volatile

memory for validation or execution. In some cases, groups of commands are assembled

to form a packed command structure, which can be sent to a memory controller to

enable multiple data transfers. For example, information describing respective sizes

and locations of boot images in a flash memory can be used to construct a packed

command structure (e.g., read multiple block commands) that is configured to cause

the boot images to be read or streamed from the flash memory. Note here that execution

of the packed command structure is treated as a single transfer operation rather than a

series of individual transfers. The packed commands described herein can be

implemented in accordance with version 4.5 and later revisions of the JEDEC eMMC

standard.

[0029] Alternately or additionally, information describing respective sizes and

destinations of boot images can be used to construct multiple descriptors (e.g., ADMA

descriptors) for transferring the boot images into non-volatile memory. Transfer

descriptors typically include a destination address, a length indicator specifying an

amount of data to transfer, and various attribute fields (e.g., descriptor type, validity,

end, interrupt action). In some cases, the descriptors are configured to trigger an

interrupt in response to execution of the respective descriptors or in response to

completion of a data transfer. These interrupts can be useful to signal or synchronize



other boot operations performed by various entities, such as initiating validation

operations once a boot image is loaded into volatile memory.

[0030] Techniques of Parallelizing Boot Operations

The following discussion describes techniques of parallelizing boot operations. These

techniques can be implemented using the previously described environment or entities,

such as boot manager 132, memory controller 134, or DMA controller 136 of Fig. 1

embodied on a computing device 102. These techniques include methods illustrated in

Figs. 3, 5, and 6, each of which is shown as a set of operations performed by one or

more entities. These methods are not necessarily limited to the orders shown for

performing the operations. Further, these methods may be used in conjunction with

one another, in whole or in part, whether performed by the same entity, separate entities,

or any combination thereof. In portions of the following discussion, reference will be

made to operating environment 100 of Fig. 1 and entities of Figs. 2 and 4 by way of

example. Such reference is not to be taken as limited to operating environment 100 but

rather as illustrative of one of a variety of examples.

[0031] Fig. 3 depicts a method 300 for initiating parallel transfer and validation

operations during a boot sequence, including operations performed by boot manager

132 of Fig. 1.

[0032] At 302, a first transfer operation is initiated to transfer a first boot image from

a non-volatile memory of a device. The first transfer operation transfers the first boot

image to a volatile memory of the device. The first boot image may include any suitable



amount of data, such as multiple blocks or pages of boot code or binaries. In some

cases, the non-volatile memory includes a header image describing the first and other

boot images. In such cases, the transfer operation can be initiated based on information

included in the header image, such as a location, destination, or size of the first boot

image.

[0033] The first transfer operation may be a DMA transfer implemented by a DMA-

enabled memory controller executing descriptors to copy the first boot image from the

non-volatile memory. In some cases, the DMA transfer is initiated by setting up the

transfer or other commands, and may include configuring a DMA command or transfer

descriptor that specifies the non-volatile memory as a source of the first boot image and

the volatile memory as a destination. Alternately or additionally, the first boot image

may be read from the non-volatile memory in response to execution of a packed

command sequence by a memory controller associated with the non-volatile memory.

[0034] As an example, consider a user powering-on IP TV 112 of Fig. 1. Assume

here that IP TV 112 is transitioning to an "on" state from an "off state in which power

was removed from DRAM 126 and other various components of IP TV 112. In the

context of this example, also assume that IP TV 112 is configured similar to the system

architecture of Fig. 2 in which the boot images 212 are stored by eMMC device 206.

Here, boot manager 132 constructs, based on header image 210, transfer descriptors

and packed commands to enable the transfer of boot images 212 from eMMC device

206 to DRAM 126. Boot manager 132 then issues the transfer descriptors and packed

commands to memory controller 134 and eMMC device 206, respectively.



[0035] In response to executing the transfer descriptor, memory controller 134

initiates a DMA transfer of the first boot image into DRAM 126. Fig 4. illustrates

temporal aspects of this and other boot operations performed in association with volatile

memory (e.g., DRAM 126) generally at 400 and with respect to time axis 402.

Additionally, entities that are capable of performing each boot operation are shown

above each of the various boot operations. In this example, processor core 116 performs

validation operations and a memory controller, which is illustrated as SD host controller

404, transfers the boot images into DRAM 126 from eMMC device 206.

[0036] Returning to the context of operation 302, eMMC device 206 reads boot

image- 1 406 from internal flash in response to executing one of the packed commands.

SD host controller 404 then loads boot image- 1 406 into DRAM 126 via a DMA

transfer operation in response to executing a transfer descriptor. By so doing,

involvement of processor core 116 is unnecessary during the transfer of boot image- 1

406 into DRAM 126.

[0037] At 304, a first validation operation for the first boot image is initiated once

the transfer of the first boot image into the volatile memory is complete. The validation

operation is performed to ensure security or authenticity of the first boot image or

contents thereof. In some cases, a processor generates a hash value or checksum based

on the contents of the first boot image. The generated hash value or checksum is then

compared with a predetermined reference value to verify that the content of the boot

image are unaltered or authentic. Alternately or additionally, the validation operation

can be initiated in response to an indication that the first boot image is loaded into the



non-volatile memory. For example, a memory controller may trigger an interrupt on

completion of the transfer of the first boot image or in response to execution of a

descriptor associated therewith.

[0038] In the context of the present example, a DMA interrupt is triggered at the end

of the transfer descriptor's execution by SD host controller 404. Responsive to the

DMA interrupt, boot manager 132 signals processor core 116 to start validating boot

image- 1 406 in DRAM 126. Here, processor core 116 generates a hash value for boot

image- 1 406 that, when complete, is compared with a predefined reference value to

determine the security of boot image- 1 406.

[0039] At 306, a second transfer operation is initiated to transfer a second boot image

from the non-volatile memory of the device. The second transfer operation transfers

the second boot image to the volatile memory of the device. As with the first boot

image, the second boot image may include any suitable amount of data, such as multiple

blocks or pages of the boot code or binaries. In some cases, the first and the second

boot images are stored in a same partition of the non-volatile memory. Additionally,

the transfer operation can be initiated based on information included in the header

image, such as a location, destination, or size of the second boot image.

[0040] The second transfer operation may be implemented in similar fashion to the

first transfer operation of the first boot image, the details of which are described above

and elsewhere herein. For example, the second transfer operation can be a DMA

transfer implemented by a DMA-enabled memory controller executing descriptors and

a non-volatile memory device executing a packed command sequence. By so doing,



the second boot image can be transferred into the volatile memory of the device without

involving other entities, such as a processor core that is performing other operations.

[0041] Continuing the ongoing example, eMMC device 206 reads boot image-2 408

from internal flash in response to executing another one of the packed commands. SD

host controller 404 then loads boot image-2 408 into DRAM 126 via another DMA

transfer operation in response to executing another transfer descriptor. As illustrated in

Fig. 4, boot image-2 408 is loaded into DRAM 126 while processor core 116 validates

boot image- 1 406. Alternately or additionally, sizes of each boot image may differ,

which can result associated boot operations consuming differing amounts of time.

[0042] As noted with respect to operation 302, boot manager 132 can issue the

packed commands and transfer descriptors at a start of the boot sequence. Execution

of the respective packed commands or respective transfer descriptors can then continue

throughout the boot sequence with little or no involvement from a processor or other

higher-level controller. This can be effective to permit processor core 116 to perform

validation operations on previously-transferred boot images while a next boot image is

loaded into DRAM 126.

[0043] At 308, a second validation operation for the second boot image is initiated

once the transfer of the second boot image into the volatile memory is complete. The

validation operation is performed to ensure security or authenticity of the first boot

image or contents thereof. The second validation operation may be implemented in

similar fashion to the first validation operation of the second boot image, the details of

which are described above and elsewhere herein. In the context of the present example,



another DMA interrupt is triggered at the end of the other transfer descriptor's

execution by SD host controller 404. Responsive to the other DMA interrupt, boot

manager 132 signals processor core 116 to start validating boot image-2 408 in DRAM

126. Here, processor core 116 generates a hash value for boot image-2 408 that, when

complete, is compared with a predefined reference value to determine the security of

boot image-2 408.

[0044] From operation 308, method 300 may return to operation 306 to initiate

transfer of an additional boot image from the non-volatile memory of the device. Note

that because operations 306 and 308 may be initiated in approximately concurrent

fashion, method 300 may initiate the transfer of the additional boot image while a

previously-transferred boot image is being validated. In some cases, transfer of a

second boot image may complete before validation of a first boot image, such as when

a first boot image (or any previously-transferred image) is larger than a second boot

image. In these cases, a memory controller may initiate transfer of a third boot image

without waiting for the validation of the first boot image to complete, which is effective

to prevent validation operations from delaying any of the transfer operations. In the

ongoing example, boot manager 132 initiates a transfer of boot image-3 410 from non

volatile memory and initiates validation of boot image-2 408. Boot manager 132 may

then continue performing operations of method 300 to transfer and validate boot image-

3 410 and boot image-4 412 as shown in Fig. 4.

[0045] At 310, control of the device is transferred to an executing boot image. In

some cases, control is transferred from a first executing boot image to a next executing



boot image until control is transferred to an operating system of the device. By

validating each successive boot image, a chain of trust is established throughout the

boot process to ensure that unauthorized or malicious code, operating systems, or

applications are prevented from executing on the device. Concluding the present

example, boot manager 132 transfers control of the device to an operating system of IP

TV 112 in response successfully validating and initiating execution of boot image-4.

[0046] Fig. 5 depicts a method 500 for constructing a command structure and

transfer descriptors to enable parallel boot operations, including operations performed

by boot manager 132 of Fig. 1.

[0047] At 502, a header image is read from a boot partition of a non-volatile

memory. The header image can be located at a default location or address that is

accessed in response to a device booting up. In some cases, a processor or controller

of the device is configured to access the non-volatile memory, and the boot partition

thereof, by default to boot the device. The header image may also be validated to ensure

security or authenticity of the header image. Alternately or additionally, the header

image may have a signature indicating that the header image is a first boot image of the

boot partition.

[0048] At 504, the header image is interpreted to extract information that describes

other boot images stored in the non-volatile memory. This information may include a

location, destination, or size for each of the other boot images. For example, the

information of the header image may indicate an address of a boot image in the non

volatile memory, a destination for the boot image in a volatile memory of the device,



and a size of the boot image. This information describing the boot images is useful to

transfer the boot images from the non-volatile memory during a boot process of the

device.

[0049] At 506, a packed command structure is constructed based on the information

of the header image. By using a SET BLOCK COUNT command (CMD23) with a

PACKED flag set and a block count of one, the packed command structure may include

multiple read commands configured to transfer the boot images from the non-volatile

memory. A WRITE MULTIPLE BLOCK command (CMD 25) can follow the block

command with a header, which is followed by multiple READ MULTIPLE BLOCK

commands (CMD 18) to read the boot images. Issuing the packed command structure

(e.g., to an eMMC device) at the start of a boot sequence may enable multiple data

transfers to be initiated over an SD bus without issuing individual read commands. This

can be effective to reduce command overhead on the SD bus and reduce delays

associated with boot image transfers.

[0050] At 508, transfer descriptors are constructed based on the information of the

header image. The transfer descriptors can be ADMA2 descriptors configured for

execution by an SD host controller. Similar to the packed command structure, the

transfer descriptors enable a memory controller (e.g., SD host controller) to treat the

transfer of the boot images as one large transfer, rather than several individual transfers.

[0051] The descriptors may also be configured to trigger different types of

interrupts, such as interrupts triggered at an end of a descriptors execution (e.g., DMA

interrupts) or when an entire transfer of a boot image is complete (e.g., last descriptor



in a chain). Interrupts that trigger in response to complete execution of a transfer

descriptor can be used to signal a processor or higher-level software to begin validation

operations on a boot image transferred by the transfer descriptor. Note that for boot

images spanning two or more transfer descriptors, the interrupt is configured to trigger

when a last of the transfer descriptors executes for that boot image. Setting a "last

descriptor" attribute of the last descriptor triggers a transfer complete interrupt that

notifies the processor that the transfers on the bus are complete.

[0052] At 510, a boot sequence of the device is initiated using the packed command

structure and the transfer descriptors. In some cases, this includes issuing the packed

command structure to a memory controller integrated with the non-volatile memory

and issuing the transfer descriptors to a system level memory controller. By so doing,

transfer operations of the boot process can be performed in parallel with validation

operations performed by a processor, which can significantly reduce delays in the boot

sequence and improve device boot times.

[0053] Fig. 6 depicts a method 600 of booting a computing device with parallelized

boot operations, including operations performed by boot manager 132 and processor

core 116 of Fig. 1.

[0054] At 602, an electronic or computing device is started. Starting the device

initiates a boot process during which components of the device are initialized and

configured for use. The device may start responsive to a user input (e.g. , power button),

power event, alarm, timer, and the like.



[0055] At 604, a security interface of the device is initialized. The security interface

is configured to ensure the boot operations and other functionalities of the device are

secure. In some cases, the security interface generates a hash value or checksum based

on contents of a file or image. The security interface may then compare the generated

hash value or checksum with a reference value to validate an authenticity or security of

the file or image.

[0056] At 606, boot media of the device is configured. In some cases, the boot

includes volatile memory of a device, such as DRAM or SRAM as described herein.

Configuring the boot media may include applying power to the boot media, flushing

the boot media, configuring address ranges of the boot media, and the like. Alternately

or additionally, configuring the boot media includes configuring the boot media to

interface with a system bus or memory controller, such as a DMA-enabled memory

controller.

[0057] At 608, a header image is loaded from non-volatile memory of the device.

The header image can be loaded into the boot media or another volatile memory of the

device from which the header image can be processed. In some cases, the header image

is located at a predefined or default location of the non-volatile memory that is accessed

responsive to the device starting up.

[0058] At 610, the header image is validated to ensure security of the contents of the

header image. This can be effective to prevent execution of unauthorized commands,

which may be configured to load alternate or insecure boot images into the boot media.

In some aspects, a hash value is generated based on the code of the header image, which



is then compared with a reference hash value to verify that the header image is secure.

In cases in which the header image fails validation, the boot process the device can be

halted or the device can be locked until a valid header image is loaded.

[0059] At 612, the header image is interpreted to construct commands and

descriptors useful to boot the device. The commands may include a set of packed

commands that are suitable for transmission to a memory controller and be configured

to cause the memory controller to transfer multiple boot images. The descriptors may

include ADMA descriptors that are configured to load multiple boot images into the

boot media.

[0060] At 614, a boot image is loaded into the boot media from non-volatile

memory, such as Flash memory or an eMMC device. In some cases, the boot image is

sent by a memory controller of the non-volatile memory in response to execution of a

first packed command. Alternately or additionally, the boot image can be loaded into

the boot media via a DMA transfer operation in response to execution of a descriptor

configured to implement the DMA operation. From operation 614, method 600 may

proceed to operation 616 and to operation 618 in substantially parallel fashion.

[0061] At 616, it is determined whether another boot image is to be loaded from

non-volatile memory. In some cases, this is indicated by the presence of another packed

command awaiting execution. For example, the packed commands may include a

sequence of READ MULTIPLE BLOCK commands configured to read multiple boot

images. If another boot image is to be loaded from non-volatile memory, method 600

returns to operation 614, at which point a transfer operation of the other boot image is



initiated. Note here that operations 614 and 616 may, independent of other concurrent

operations of method 600 (e.g., 618 and 620), continue to repeat until any remaining

boot images are loaded into the boot media.

[0062] At 618, the boot image in the boot media is validated to ensure security of

the contents of the boot image. This can be effective to prevent execution of an

unauthorized or insecure boot image, such as an image for operating system that permits

malicious operations and programs. In some aspects, a hash value is generated based

on the code of the boot image, which is and then compared with a reference hash value

to verify that the boot image is secure. If the boot image fails validation, the boot

process of the device can be halted or locked until another boot image is loaded. The

validation of the boot image may be performed by a processor while a memory

controller to loads a next boot image into the boot media. By so doing, various

operation of the boot process can be parallelized, which may result in reduced boot

times for the device.

[0063] At 620, it is determined whether another boot image in the boot media is to

be validated. In some cases, this is indicated by an interrupt triggered in response to a

descriptor completing execution or in response to completion of a DMA transfer

operation. For example, at the end of descriptors execution by a memory controller, an

interrupt may be triggered to alert the processor of another boot image' s presence in the

boot media. If another boot image in the boot media is to be validated, method 600

returns to operation 618, at which point a validation operation for the other boot image

is initiated. Note here that operations 618 and 620 may, independent of other concurrent



operations of method 600 (e.g., 614 and 616), continue to repeat until the remaining

boot images in the boot media are validated. By so doing, various operation of the boot

process can be parallelized, which may result in reduced boot times for the device.

Once the boot images are validated, method 600 proceeds to operation 622.

[0064] At 622, the boot process transfers control of the device to one of the

executing boot images. In some cases, control is transferred from a first executing boot

image to a next executing boot image until control is transferred to an operating system

of the device. By validating each successive boot image, a chain of trust is established

throughout the boot process to ensure that unauthorized or malicious operating systems

are prevented from executing on the device.

[0065] System-on-Chip

Fig. 7 illustrates another example System-on-Chip (SoC) 700, which can implement

various aspects of parallelizing boot operations. A SoC can be implemented in any

suitable device, such as a video game console, IP-enabled television, smart-phone,

desktop computer, laptop computer, access point, wireless router, cellular broadband

router, tablet computer, server, network-enabled printer, set-top box, printer, scanner,

camera, picture frame, home appliance, thermostat, home automation device, and/or

any other type of electronic device.

[0066] SoC 700 can be integrated with electronic circuitry, a microprocessor,

memory, input-output (I/O) logic control, communication interfaces, other hardware,

firmware, and/or software needed to provide functionalities of a device, such as any of



the above-listed devices. SoC 700 can also include an integrated data bus (not shown)

that couples the various components of the SoC for data communication between the

components. A memory storage device that includes SoC 700 can also be implemented

with many combinations of differing components. In some cases, these differing

components may be configured to implement concepts described herein over various

internal or external data interfaces.

[0067] In this example, SoC 700 includes various components such as an input-

output (I/O) logic control 702 (e.g., to include electronic circuitry) and microprocessor

704. SoC 700 also includes memory 706, which can be any type and/or combination

of RAM, SRAM, DRAM, Flash, low-latency nonvolatile memory, ROM, one-time

programmable (OTP) memory, and/or other suitable electronic data storage.

Alternately or additionally, SoC 700 may comprise data interfaces (not shown) for

accessing additional or external off-chip memory, such as external SRAM, DRAM, or

Flash memory. Although not shown, the external memory (or memory 706) may

include multiple non-volatile memory devices storing multiple respective portions of

boot code or boot code images, as described with reference to Fig. 4. SoC 700 can also

include various firmware and/or software, such as operating system(s) 708, which can

be computer-executable instructions maintained by memory 706 and executed by

microprocessor 704. SoC 700 may also include other various communication interfaces

and components embodied as hardware, firmware, software, or any suitable

combination thereof.



[0068] SoC 700 also includes boot manager 132 and DMA controller 136 (either

of which may embodied as disparate or combined components). Examples of these

various components, functions, and/or entities, and their corresponding functionality,

are described with reference to the respective components of the environment 100 and

various configurations as illustrated by Figs. 2 and 4 (implemented as part of SD host

controller 404). Boot manager 132, either independently or in combination with other

entities (e.g., DMA controller 136), can be implemented as computer-executable

instructions maintained by memory 706 and executed by microprocessor 704 to

implement various embodiments and/or features described herein. Boot manager 132

may also be provided integral with other entities of the SoC, such as integrated a

memory controller associated with memory 706 or another suitable software, firmware,

or hardware component within SoC 700. Alternatively or additionally, boot manager

132 and the other components can be implemented as hardware, firmware, fixed logic

circuitry, or any combination thereof that is implemented in connection with the I/O

logic control 702 and/or other signal processing and control circuits of SoC 700.

[0069] Although the subject matter has been described in language specific to

structural features and/or methodological operations, it is to be understood that the

subject matter defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific

features or operations described above, including orders in which they are performed.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

initiating (302), via a direct memory access (DMA) controller, a first transfer

operation transferring a first boot image from a first memory into a second memory;

initiating (304), after completion of the first transfer operation, a validation

operation of the first boot image in the first memory effective to verify that the first

boot image is secure; and

initiating (306), via the DMA controller and prior to completion of the validation

operation, a second transfer operation transferring a second boot image from the first

memory into the second memory.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the validation operation is a first

validation operation and further comprising:

initiating (308), after completion of the second transfer operation, a second

validation operation of the second boot image in the first memory; and

transferring (310), after completion of the second validation operation, control

to the first boot image or the second boot image.



3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the validation operation comprises

calculating a hash value for the first boot image and comparing the hash value with a

predetermined reference value.

4. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising triggering an interrupt to

indicate completion of the first transfer operation.

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first memory is a Flash memory

and the second memory is a random-access memory (RAM).

6. The method as recited in claim 5, wherein the Flash memory comprises one or a

serial peripheral interface (SPI) Flash memory, NAND Flash memory, embedded Flash

memory, or embedded multimedia card (eMMC) device.

7. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first boot image and the second

boot image are located in a same partition of the first memory.



8. A method comprising:

retrieving (502), from a non-volatile memory, a header image describing

multiple boot images stored in the non-volatile memory;

constructing (506), based on the header image, a structure describing respective

locations of the multiple boot images stored in the non-volatile memory;

constructing (508), based on the header image, direct memory access (DMA)

descriptors describing respective destinations of the multiple boot images in a volatile

memory; and

issuing (510) the structure and DMA descriptors to a memory controller

effective to cause the memory controller to transfer the multiple boot images from the

non-volatile memory to the volatile memory, the transfer transferring at least one of the

multiple boot images while a processor validates a previously-transferred one of the

multiple boot images.

9. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the non-volatile memory is Flash

memory and structure is a packed command structure that describes respective sizes of

the multiple boot images and respective addresses of the multiple boot images in the

Flash memory.



10. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the DMA descriptors are advanced

DMA (ADMA) descriptors that describe respective sizes of the multiple boot images

and respective destination addresses for the multiple boot images in the volatile

memory.

11. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein an ADMA descriptor associated with

transferring a first of the multiple boot images is configured to trigger an interrupt that

indicates complete transfer of the first boot image.

12. The method as recited in claim 11, further comprising, responsive to the interrupt

indicating completion of the transfer, causing the processor to initiate a validation

operation of the first boot image in the volatile memory.

13. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein a sequence of multiple ADMA

descriptors are associated with transferring one of the multiple boot images and an

ADMA descriptor at an end of the sequence is configured to trigger an interrupt that

indicates complete transfer of the boot image.



14. A System-on-Chip (202, 700) comprising:

a processor ( 116, 704) configured to implement validation operations and other

functionalities of a device;

an interface (208) to a non-volatile memory storing multiple boot images;

a volatile memory (126, 706) configured to receive the multiple boot images;

a memory controller (136) configured to enable access to the non-volatile

memory and the volatile memory; and

a boot manager (132) configured to:

initiate (302), via the memory controller, a first direct memory access

(DMA) transfer operation transferring a first of the multiple boot images from

the non-volatile memory to the volatile memory;

cause (304), after completion of the first DMA transfer operation, the

processor to initiate a validation operation to validate the first boot image in the

volatile memory; and

initiate (306), via the memory controller and prior to completion of the

validation operation, a second DMA transfer operation transferring a second of

the multiple boot images from the non-volatile memory to the volatile memory.



15. The System-on-Chip as recited in claim 14, wherein the validation operation is

a first validation operation and the boot manager is further configured to:

cause (308), after completion of the second DMA transfer operation, the

processor to initiate a second validation operation to validate the second boot image in

the volatile memory; and

transfer (310), after completion of the second validation operation, control of the

device to the first boot image or the second boot image.

16. The System-on-Chip as recited in claim 15, wherein the boot manager is further

configured to:

access a header image stored in the non-volatile memory;

interpret the header image to provide information describing a size, destination,

or location of the multiple boot images; and

perform the first and second DMA transfer operations based on the information

provided by interpreting the header image.

17. The System-on-Chip as recited in claim 16, wherein the boot manager is further

configured to construct advanced DMA (ADMA) descriptors based on the information

provided by the header image and cause the memory controller to perform, based on

the ADMA descriptors, the first and second DMA transfer operations.



18. The System-on-Chip as recited in claim 14, wherein the respective DMA

transfer operations transfer the first and second boot images over an Advanced

extensible Interface (AXI) bus, Advanced High Performance Bus (AHB), or Open

Core Protocol (OCP) bus.

19. The System-on-Chip as recited in claim 14, wherein the memory controller

operates in compliance with version 4.5 of the Joint Electron Device Engineering

Council (JEDEC) Embedded Multimedia Card (eMMC) standard.

20. The System-on-Chip as recited in claim 14, wherein the multiple boot images

are stored in a same partition of the non-volatile memory.
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